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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The impact of political party support on interpersonal political
discussion: survey evidence from two Chinese societies

Francis L.F. Leea* and Frank C.S. Liub

aSchool of Journalism and Communication, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
China; bInstitute of Political Science, National Sun Yat-Sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

(Received 11 January 2013; final version received 18 July 2013)

This study examines whether and how political party support shapes inter-
personal political discussion. Drawing upon existing research, party support is
hypothesized to lead to more frequent political discussion and lower levels of
disagreement within discussion networks. Party support is also hypothesized to
moderate the relationship between news consumption and discussion frequency
and the relationship between discussion frequency and disagreement. The analysis
further explores if the impact of party support varies according to the parties
being supported. The hypotheses and research question were examined using data
from representative surveys conducted in Hong Kong and Taiwan. The findings
illustrate the importance of political party support in structuring citizens’
interpersonal political discussions in the consolidated democracy of Taiwan
and, though to a lesser extent, in the semi-democratic environment of Hong
Kong. In Taiwan, the impact of discussion frequencies on disagreement in
discussion network varies according to the party being supported. Implications of
the findings are discussed.

Keywords: political party support; political discussion; disagreement; news
consumption; Hong Kong; Taiwan

Introduction

What motivates people to talk about politics in their everyday life? What factors

affect the extent to which people are willing to talk to disagreeing others? These

questions are highly important given ample research evidence about the influence of

interpersonal political discussions and disagreement on people’s opinions, participa-

tion behavior, and adoption of various democratic values and beliefs (for critical

reviews, see Carpini, Cook, & Jacobs, 2004; Eveland, Morey, & Hutchens, 2011;

Mutz, 2008). However, most of the studies on interpersonal political discussion in

the past two decades have treated discussion and disagreement as independent

variables. As Eveland et al. (2011) pointed out, questions of how frequently and in

what contexts people discuss politics ‘‘have not garnered nearly the scholarly

attention that other areas have’’ (p. 1084).

At the same time, political communication researchers have exhibited renewed

interests in the notion of partisan selective exposure in recent years (e.g., Garrett,

2009; Iyengar & Hahn, 2009; Mutz & Young, 2011; Stroud, 2010). The proliferation
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of channels in the new media environment has led many news outlets to ‘‘go niche’’

by adopting a clear partisan or ideological stance (Jamieson & Cappella, 2008).

Within media systems with high levels of political parallelism (Hallin & Mancini,

2004), partisanship is an important factor structuring people’s consumption of and
responses to the media (Holbert & Benoit, 2009; Stroud, 2010).

This study brings together the core concerns of these two streams of research and

examines how political party support structures interpersonal political discussions.

While some past studies have illustrated the correlation between party support and

discussion frequencies, few attempted to interrogate into the relationship more

thematically and systematically. This study should therefore contribute to research

on interpersonal political discussion as well as research on the impact of partisanship

on political communication.
Moreover, this study examines two Chinese societies � Taiwan and Hong Kong �

simultaneously. Taiwan has arguably been successfully developed into a consolidated

democracy in the past two decades, whereas the democratization process in Hong

Kong is slow and fundamentally constrained. The party systems in the two places

also differ substantially due to the different political systems. The analysis of the two

cases can generate insights into the generalizability of the examined relationships and

how contextual variations may affect the ways partisanship structures interpersonal

talk.

Partisanship and interpersonal political discussions

Political parties constitute one of the most important institutions in modern

democracies mediating the relationships between the polity and the society. Besides

elite recruitment and campaign organization, one of the main functions of political

parties is ‘‘issue structuring’’ (Gunther & Diamond, 2001, p. 8). That is, political

parties organize public choices such that a wide range of complicated policy issues
are articulated into a limited number of more or less coherent ‘‘ideologies’’

(Sniderman, 2000). This work done by political parties simplifies the choices that

citizens have to make and hence allows citizens to use party affiliation as a heuristic

when forming political judgments (Popkin, 1991). In fact, party identification has

long been regarded as a fundamental factor determining people’s vote choice and

policy stances (e.g., Campbell, Converse, Miller & Stoke, 1960; Keith, Magleby,

Nelson, Orr, & Westlye, 1992).

Notably, political scientists have observed a decline in party support in many
democratic countries around the world in the past decades (Diamond & Gunther,

2001, pp. x�xiv). The increasing personalization and mediatization of politics

(Wattenberg, 1991), the change toward a post-materialist culture in developed

countries (Inglehart, 1990), and widespread disaffection toward the operation of the

political system in general have led to lower levels of trust and confidence in parties.

Schmitter (2001) argued that political parties are not as strong as they once were

when it comes to structuring electoral competition, providing symbolic identity, and

aggregating interests and passions.
However, these arguments about the decline of partisanship are arguably

applicable more at the collective level than at the individual level. That is, the

number of people who behave as strong and loyal partisans might have declined over

time in many countries, and this has weakened the capability of political parties to
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mediate between the society and the polity. But at the individual level, partisans and

non-partisans, or supporters of different parties, still differ from each other

substantially in their opinions and behavior. In a recent review of the American

situation, for example, Hetherington (2012) stated that ‘‘[knowing] one’s party
identification provides more information than any other single source about a

person’s political behaviors, positions on issues, or feelings about groups’’ (p. 115).

Partisanship thus remains an important variable in public opinion research.

The broader concern underlying this study is the capability of partisanship to

structure citizens’ communication behavior. As mentioned earlier, few studies have

thematically examined how partisanship generates and structures interpersonal

political discussions among citizens. However, the centrality of partisanship to

individual opinion formation means that the variable does exist in many empirical
studies on interpersonal political discussion, if only as a control variable. Hence, it is

possible to derive from existing research a set of arguments and hypotheses about

how partisanship would relate to political discussions. Specifically, this study focuses

mainly on party support (i.e., whether a person supports a political party or not),

rather than which party a person supports, as the main independent variable.

Besides, it treats discussion frequency and amount of disagreement within discussion

network as the two major dependent variables. The following establishes a number of

hypotheses regarding how these three variables should relate with each other.

Party support and frequencies of political discussion

Past research has pinpointed three main sets of factors as the predictors of

interpersonal political discussion frequencies. First, citizens who are more interested

and involved in politics are more likely to talk (Beck, 1991; Bennett, Flickinger &

Rhine, 2000; Schmitt-Beck, 1994). Second, citizens are more likely to engage in

political talk when they are stimulated by political communication media, ranging
from mundane news consumption (e.g., De Boer & Velthuijsen, 2001; Mondak,

1995) to exposure to electoral campaign communications (Cho, 2011; Cho & Choy,

2011; Landreville, Holbert & LaMarre, 2010; Pan, Shen, Paek & Sun, 2006). Third,

people cannot talk about politics unless there are discussants to talk to. Hence,

people are more likely to engage in political discussions when they are more socially

connected (McLeod, Scheufele & Moy, 1999; Schmitt-Beck, 1994).

Against such background, the first and most basic hypothesis for this study is

that party support should relate positively to discussion frequency. Strong partisans
should be more involved in and concerned about politics. Hence, they should engage

in discussions more frequently. Indeed, several past studies have documented this

relationship between party support and interpersonal discussions (e.g., Beck, 1991;

Bennett et al., 2000).

In addition, party support can also moderate the relationship between news

consumption and discussion frequencies. Specifically, party support can strengthen

the impact of news consumption on discussion. News consumption generates

discussion partly because people simply would not discuss politics if they know
nothing about it. Nevertheless, sheer news exposure may not result in discussions

unless people are motivated to talk. While people may be motivated by different

considerations, such as a desire to validate the personal implications of public affairs

reported in the news (De Boer & Velthuijsen, 2001; Wyatt, Katz & Kim, 2000), the
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partisans’ higher levels of political involvement should also motivate them to talk

about the news information they obtained. Besides, discussion may also lead to news

exposure because people who discuss politics frequently may feel the need to

consume the news so that they could better articulate and defend their views

(Eveland, 2004). Compared to non-partisans, partisans should feel the need to

articulate and defend their own views more keenly. Therefore, party support should

strengthen the impact of discussion on news consumption. In other words, no matter

how one understands the causal direction involved in the positive relationship

between news consumption and interpersonal discussion, party support can be

expected to strengthen the relationship.

Based on the above discussions, two hypotheses are set up:

H1: Party support is positively related to interpersonal discussion frequency.
H2: Party support strengthens the positive relationship between news consumption and
discussion frequency.

Party support and amount of disagreement in discussion network

Besides discussion frequencies, this study is also concerned with the extent to which

people experience political disagreement. As Ikeda, Liu, Aida, and Wilson (2005)

pointed out: The dynamical systems theory of groups posits that people who strongly

identify with a group would seek out and maintain ties with others belonging to the

same group. Hence, strong partisans should tend to seek out like-minded people to

talk to. More generally speaking, one basic reason why political disagreement exists

in interpersonal networks is that political opinions do not always constitute an

important criterion when people select whom to befriend, where to live, and where to

work (Huckfeldt, Johnson & Sprague, 2004). Yet, for strong partisans who are deeply

involved in politics, political views may indeed be a relatively more important factor

shaping their interpersonal relationships. Therefore, strong partisans are more likely

than non-partisans to find themselves in politically homogeneous networks. Indeed,

some past studies have demonstrated the negative relationship between party support

and disagreement within discussion networks (e.g., Feldman & Price, 2008;

Brundidge, 2010; Huckfeldt, Ikeda & Pappi, 2005; Schmitt-Beck, 1994).

Beyond the direct relationship, party support may also moderate the relationship

between discussion frequency and interpersonal disagreement. Many scholars have

acknowledged that disagreeing with one’s significant others constitutes an unplea-

sant experience that many people tend to avoid (Mutz, 2006; Schudson, 1997).

Besides, people can mutually persuade and influence each other through discussion.

Hence, interpersonal disagreement can be reduced over time if people talk to each

other frequently. These reasons account for why the relationship between discussion

frequency and disagreement is typically negative (Huckfeldt & Mendez, 2008; Kenny,

1991; Schmitt-Beck, 1994).
However, party support is likely to strengthen the negative relationship between

discussion frequency and disagreement. This hypothesis can be derived from a

cognitive dissonance framework. That is, disagreeing with a close friend or family

member can generate cognitive dissonance and, hence, psychological discomfort. In

one sense, this is just reiterating the point that discussing with disagreeing others can

be unpleasant. Yet, the degree of psychological discomfort caused by the dissonance
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can vary. Interpersonal disagreement on a matter would not generate much

discomfort for a person who regards the matter as unimportant (Festinger, 1962).

Therefore, people may not have a strong urge to avoid political disagreement if politics

does not matter too much to them (Huckfeldt et al., 2005). As partisans are more
likely than non-partisans to see politics as important, they should be more motivated

to avoid discussing with disagreeing others. Hence, the negative relationship between

discussion frequency and disagreement should be stronger among partisans.

Based on the above discussion, the hypotheses concerning the relationship

between party support and disagreement are:

H3: Party support relates negatively to political disagreement in interpersonal network.
H4: Party support strengthens the negative relationship between discussion frequency
and political disagreement within discussion network.

Does the identity of the party matter?

H1 to H4 are concerned with the implications of whether a person supports any

political party or not. Theoretically, the arguments underlying the hypotheses should

be generally applicable no matter which political party a person is supporting.

Nevertheless, political parties do differ from each other in various ways, such as size,
ideology, and status as the incumbent party or not. While political party support may

generally generate more discussion and undermine disagreement within network, it

remains possible that the strength of the impact would vary depending on which

party one is really supporting. This article, therefore, also examines the following

research question:

Q1: Does the impact of party support on political discussion frequencies and
disagreement within discussion network vary depending on the identity of the party
being supported?

Contexts: Taiwan vs. Hong Kong

The four main hypotheses stated in the previous section are based mainly on research

in Western democracies and premised on the power of partisanship in shaping

citizens’ political behavior. However, the centrality of partisanship to public opinion

can vary across contexts. As this study examines the cases of Taiwan and Hong Kong,
a brief discussion of the political and party systems of the two places is needed.

Before democratization, Taiwan was governed by the Nationalist Party (KMT)

for decades, and the formation of new political parties outside the KMT was banned.

But social and economic developments of Taiwan have led to rising popular

demands, which led the KMT regime to introduce democratic elections into the

national representative bodies beginning in the 1970s (Chu, 2001). A new group of

political leaders outside of KMT emerged, articulating a platform centered on

democratization and a separate Taiwan identity. This new political elite founded the
Democratic Progress Party (DPP) in December 1986, even though the ban on

political party was still in place.

The party ban was lifted soon afterward, and democratization quickened since

the late 1980s. A two-party system (KMT vs. DPP) emerged, though numerous

minority parties also exist. The first democratic presidential election was held in 1996

Asian Journal of Communication 113
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and won by the KMT. Yet, DPP succeeded in winning the elections in both 2000 and

2004, ending decades of KMT rule. However, KMT returned to power in 2008, and

the incumbent Ma Ying-jeou has won the reelection in January 2012. The fact that

political power has shifted largely peacefully from KMT to DPP and back again

constitutes a sign of democratic consolidation.

Some scholars have argued that Taiwan citizens do not have very widespread and

strong party loyalty (Mattlin, 2004). Nonetheless, while the proportion of party

identifiers may not be very high, partisanship does have a substantial influence on

people’s evaluations of government and electoral choices (Huang, 2010; Wu, 2009;

Wu & Huang, 2007). It is worth noting that some recent studies have addressed the

phenomenon of partisan selective exposure in mass communication in Taiwan (Liu,

2009, 2010), but relatively little has been written on the relationship between party

support and interpersonal political discussion.

In contrast, the process of democratization in Hong Kong, currently a Special

Administrative Region under China, has been slow. The introduction of democratic

elections into the representative bodies in the city began in the 1980s. The first local

political party, the United Democrats of Hong Kong, was established in 1991. Since

then, numerous political parties were established. Nowadays, the city has a

multiparty system, even though the major parties are often grouped together by

the media into the ‘‘pro-establishment’’ camp and the ‘‘pan-democrats.’’ The

development into a multi-party system was partly the result of the adoption of

proportional representation in the Legislative Council elections since 1998.

Despite 20 years of development, political parties in Hong Kong have yet to gain

strong public support. Public opinion research in the city has shown that local

citizens do not place high levels of trust on political parties in general. A survey in

2010, for instance, asked citizens to rate the extent to which various entities could

represent public opinion in Hong Kong. Political parties obtained an average rating

of only 4.42 on a 0-to-10 scale. It fared worst in a list containing various media

platforms, legislators, the government, and social movements (Lee & Chan, 2012).

Both cultural and institutional reasons contribute to the lack of trust and

confidence in political parties in Hong Kong. Culturally, the post-war development

of Hong Kong has led to the formation of a culture of depoliticization. People

tended to see politics as dirty and party politics as power struggles among self-

interested factions (Lam, 2004; Lau & Kuan, 1988; Lee & Chan, 2011).

Institutionally, the current election laws in Hong Kong stipulated that the Chief

Executive of the government cannot belong to any political party. In other words,

political parties have no chance to govern; they can only become either the

government’s helpers or oppositional parties within the legislature. As a result, as

Ma (2007, p. 124) stated, ‘‘political parties in Hong Kong are plagued by meager

resources, a low level of participation from the public, and a paucity of policy

influence.’’
Against such background, one might expect partisanship to have bigger influence

on people’s political opinions and communication behavior in Taiwan than in Hong

Kong. This is not set up as a hypothesis though, since this study is not a formal

comparative analysis (due to differences in the operationalization of a couple of

variables). But we will return to the contextual features outlined above when

interpreting the findings.
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Method and Data

Survey method

The Taiwan survey examined below was conducted in November, 2011, by the

Survey Center of National Sun Yet-San University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. The

population was all eligible voters in Taiwan (above 20 years old). Sampling was

based on the telephone book published by Chung-Hua Telecom in 2010. The last two

digits of all numbers were removed and replaced by a full set of 100 double-digit

figures from 00 to 99. Specific numbers were then randomly selected from the

database by computers. The survey has 1074 completed interviews, with a response

rate of 17.8% following American Association of Public Opinion Research

(AAPOR) formula 1.1 The major sample-population discrepancies reside in the

underrepresentation of young adults and overrepresentation of highly educated

citizens. With the adjustment of raking, proper weights were applied to the sample to

ensure that the distributions of age, gender, educational level, and geographical
location do not substantially differ from the population.

The Hong Kong survey was conducted in October and November 2011 by the

Center of Communication Research at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The

population was all Chinese-speaking city residents between 18 and 70. Sampling was

based on telephone numbers from the residential directories in 2005, 2007, and 2009.

The last two digits of all numbers were replaced by a full set of 100 double-digit

figures. Specific numbers were then randomly selected from the database by

computers. The most recent birthday method was used to select the target respondent

from a household. The survey has 845 completed interviews and a response rate of

42.0% following AAPOR RR3. The sample does not differ substantially from the

population in gender ratio and age distribution. But educated people are over-

represented. The sample was weighted by education when conducting the analysis.

Operationalization

Party support was examined in the two surveys in the same way through two

questions. The first asked the respondent if there is a political party in Hong Kong /

Taiwan that s/he supported. If the respondent said no, a second question asked if

there is a party that the respondent ‘‘leaned toward.’’ Based on these two items, a

three-point scaled index of party support was created with party supporters �2,

party-inclined �1, and non-partisan �0. In Hong Kong, 32.9% of the respondents
acknowledged that they supported a political party, while 20.2% were party-inclined

and 46.9% were non-partisans. Slightly fewer respondents in Taiwan acknowledged

that they were partisans, as the corresponding percentages in Taiwan were 27.9%,

20.2%, and 51.9%. When mean scores are concerned, respondents in Hong Kong did

score significantly higher on the variable than the Taiwan respondents (M�0.88 and

0.76, S.D.�0.90 and 0.86, t�2.97, pB.01 in an independent-samples t-test).

Political discussion frequency was measured by a question in each survey. The

question was phrased somewhat differently in Hong Kong and Taiwan though. The

Hong Kong survey asked: ‘‘Usually, how frequently do you discuss government

policies with friends or family members?’’ The answers were recorded with a five-

point scale ranging from 1 �not at all to 5 �very frequently (M�2.52, S.D.�0.92).

The Taiwan survey asked: ‘‘How frequently did you discuss government policies with
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your friends and family members last week?’’ The answers were also recorded with a

five-point scale ranging from 1 �not at all to 5 �almost every day (M�2.05,

S.D.�1.27).

Interpersonal disagreement was measured in exactly the same way in the two

surveys. The respondents were asked if they regarded their opinions as consistent

with their friends’ and family members’ when discussing: (1) politics and politicians,
and (2) government policies. The answers were recorded with a five-point Likert scale

ranging from 1 �very consistent to 5 �very inconsistent. The two items are highly

correlated with each other in both surveys (r�.59 and .44 in Taiwan and Hong Kong

respectively). They were averaged to form an index of amount of disagreement within

discussion network. The mean scores in the two samples do not differ from each

other significantly (M�2.77, S.D.�0.99 in Taiwan, and M �2.69, S.D.�0.69 in

Hong Kong, t �1.85, p�.05 in an independent-samples t-test).

News consumption was measured in terms of level of attention that people paid to

the news media. In media effects research, the general notion of news consumption

has been operationalized in terms of exposure, attention, reception, or reliance (e.g.,

Eveland, Hutchens & Shen, 2009; McLeod & McDonald, 1985; Price & Zaller,

1993). This study opts for attention because concepts such as reception and reliance

imply more than sheer consumption of news. At the same time, when compared to

news exposure, news attention was shown to be more capable of registering news

effects (Chaffee & Schleuder, 1986; McLeod & McDonald, 1985). Specifically, the
variable was measured in both surveys by asking the respondents to indicate, by

means of a five-point Likert scale (1 �very inattentive to 5 �very attentive), how

much attention they paid to political news when: (1) reading newspapers and (2)

watching TV news. The two items are highly correlated in both surveys (r�.65 and

.74 for Taiwan and Hong Kong respectively) and were averaged to form the index.

Throughout the analysis, we label this variable news attention, but it conceptually

represents the more general notion of news consumption in this study. Hong Kong

people reported slightly but significantly higher levels of news attention when

compared to the Taiwanese (M�3.37, S.D.�1.22 in Taiwan, and M �3.53, S.D.�
0.80 in Hong Kong, t �3.54, pB.001 in an independent samples t-test).

Control variables included sex, age, education, and four attitudinal factors in each

survey. Three of the attitudinal factors are the same in the two surveys: external

efficacy, conflict avoidance, and perceived polarization of the society. External

efficacy was measured through respondents’ agreement, expressed through a five-

point Likert scale, with the statement ‘‘the government is responsive to citizens’

demands.’’ Conflict avoidance was similarly measured with the statement ‘‘debating
with others makes me feel uncomfortable.’’ Perceived polarization was the average of

agreement with three Likert-scaled statements (details omitted due to space concern).

The seventh control variable is political interests in Hong Kong, measured by

agreement with the statement ‘‘I am interested in politics,’’ and policy concern in

Taiwan, measured by agreement with the statement ‘‘I am concerned about the

government’s public policies.’’

The control variables are included for different reasons. Political interests, policy

concern, and external efficacy are basic political orientations that are frequently

included as controls in much political communication research. Conflict avoidance is

controlled because of its potential relevance to discussion and disagreement (Mutz,

2006). Perceived polarization is controlled because group polarization has been an
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important issue in both Hong Kong and Taiwan politics, and the issue may impinge

on how people relate to political parties. 2

Analysis and Results

Predicting discussion frequency

Multiple regression analysis was conducted to tackle the first two hypotheses

regarding how political party support and news attention relate to discussion
frequency. The independent variables include all the controls, news attention, party

support, and the interaction between news attention and party support (for testing

H2). The interaction term was centered to alleviate multicollinearity. The regression

was conducted among the Hong Kong and Taiwan samples separately

The first column of Table 1 shows the results for the Taiwan sample. Among the

control variables, concern with policies has a positive relationship with discussion

frequency, and people who were more conflict-avoidant tended to discuss politics less

frequently. News attention is, unsurprisingly, strongly related to discussion frequency.
More importantly, party support has a moderately strong relationship with discussion

frequency. Partisans in Taiwan indeed tended to discuss politics with their family

members and friends more frequently. H1 is therefore supported in Taiwan. At the

same time, H2 is also supported in Taiwan, as the two-way interaction between news

attention and party support obtains a statistically significant and positive regression

coefficient. The positive coefficient means that the generally positive relationship

between news attention and discussion frequency would be even more strongly

positive when party support is strong.
The meaning of the interaction effect can be more clearly discerned graphically as

in Figure 1. The figure was produced based on the regression results, with sex set at 1

(i.e., male) and all other variables set at their respective means. The figure shows that

discussion frequency goes up as one moves from low levels of news attention (set at 1,

the lowest value in the scale) to high levels of news attention (set at 5, the highest

value in the scale), no matter whether one is a non-partisan, a party-inclined, or a

Table 1. Party support and interpersonal political discussion frequency.

Taiwan Hong Kong

Sex 0.05 0.05

Age �0.01 0.06

Education �0.00 0.11**

Political interests / Policy concern 0.11*** 0.10**

External efficacy �0.04 �0.06*

Conflict avoidance �0.06* �0.01

Perceived polarization of society 0.01 0.07*

News attention 0.29*** 0.45***

Party support 0.21*** 0.07*

Party support X news attention 0.09** 0.00

Adjusted R2 0.205*** 0.295***

N 1074 845

Notes. Entries are standardized regression coefficients. For sex, men �1 and women �2. Missing values
were replaced by mean scores. pB0.10.*** pB0.001; ** pB0.01; * pB0.05.
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party supporter. Yet, the effect of news attention is, as predicted, stronger for party

supporters. Party support, in other words, serves as a contributory condition

(Eveland, 1997) for the positive relationship between news attention and discussion

frequency.

The second column of Table 1 shows that more educated people and people more

interested in politics in Hong Kong discussed politics more frequently. There is also a

positive relationship between perceived polarization of the society and discussion
frequency, while people who regarded the government as irresponsive to public

opinion were also more likely to engage in interpersonal political discussion. News

attention is very strongly and positively related to discussion. Although formal

statistical comparisons between the Hong Kong and Taiwan findings cannot be done

due to differences in how the discussion frequency variable was operationalized, the

coefficient obtained by news attention in Hong Kong does seem to be substantially

larger than the coefficient for news attention in Taiwan.

In contrast, party support is not a strong predictor of discussion frequency in
Hong Kong. The party support variable does have main effect on discussion

frequency; thus, H1 is also supported. But the size of the relationship is small.

Besides, party support does not moderate the relationship between news attention

and discussion frequency. Hence, H2 is not supported in the Hong Kong data.

Predicting disagreement within discussion network

We can now turn to examine the hypotheses regarding disagreement within discussion

networks. Multiple regression was again conducted, and the independent variables
included the demographics and attitudinal controls, news attention, discussion

frequency, party support, and an interaction term between party support and

discussion frequency. The interaction term was again centered. Table 2 summarizes

the findings.

Figure 1. Interaction effect between party support and news attention on discussion

frequencies (results from the Taiwan survey).
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In both Hong Kong and Taiwan, better educated people tended to be located

within more politically homogeneous networks. Besides, females and people who

paid higher levels of attention to the news in Hong Kong also tended to find

themselves in more homogeneous discussion networks. More importantly, discussion

frequency relates negatively and significantly to disagreement in both societies,3 i.e.,

people who reported higher levels of perceived disagreement in social networks

tended to discuss politics less frequently. Partisanship does not moderate the

relationship between disagreement and discussion though. In both Hong Kong and

Taiwan, the two-way interaction term obtains a negative coefficient in the analysis.

The negative sign of the coefficient is consistent with the prediction of H4 � it means

that the negative relationship between disagreement and discussion would be even

more strongly negative when party support becomes stronger. But the coefficients fail

to achieve statistical significance. Hence, H4 is not supported.

H3 is supported in both Taiwan and Hong Kong. Party support is significantly

and negatively related to disagreement within discussion network. But similar to

Table 1, the negative coefficient obtained by the party support variable is

substantially larger in Taiwan. That is, partisanship seems to have stronger effects

in structuring interpersonal political discussion in Taiwan than in Hong Kong.

Effects of party support for supporters of different parties

Q1 asks whether the effects of party support would vary across supporters of

different parties. We examine the cases of Taiwan and Hong Kong in turn. For

Taiwan, to simplify the analysis, we grouped together the supporters of the KMT and

the People First Party into the supporters of the ‘‘blue camp.’’ We also grouped

supporters of the DPP and the Taiwan Solidarity Union into supporters of the

‘‘green camp.’’ Only three respondents named a party beyond the four parties, and 25

party supporters or party-inclined did not name a party that they supported.

Although these respondents were party supporters, we nonetheless grouped them

Table 2. Party support and interpersonal political disagreement.

Taiwan Hong Kong

Sex �0.04 �0.11**

Age �0.01 �0.01

Education �0.13** �0.08*

Political interests / Policy concern 0.01 �0.00

External efficacy �0.01 0.02

Conflict avoidance 0.05 �0.01

Perceived polarization of society 0.06 0.01

News attention �0.07 �0.11*

Discussion frequency �0.14** �0.16***

Party support �0.18*** �0.08*

Party support X discussion frequency �0.05 �0.04

Adjusted R2 0.098*** 0.083***

N 739 766

Notes. Entries are standardized regression coefficients. For sex, men �1 and women �2. Missing values
were deleted pairwise. pB0.10.*** pB0.001; ** pB0.01; * pB0.05.
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together with the non-partisans in the current analysis. This procedure essentially

divided the respondents into three groups � the blue supporters, the green

supporters, and ‘‘others.’’ The third category ‘‘others’’ is a residual, reference

category including all respondents who were not supporters of the two major camps.4

With this regrouping, tackling Q1 simply means replacing the party support

variable by the blue supporter and green supporter variables in the regression

analysis. This implies that we ignore the difference between the party-inclined and

the party supporters in order to focus on whether the blue supporters and the green

supporters differ significantly from the non-partisans (treated as the reference

group). We also created relevant interaction terms (e.g., news attention X blue

supporter) to examine the moderating impact of supporting specific parties.
The top half of Table 3 summarizes the main results from the Taiwan survey. The

main effects of party support on both dependent variables remain intact. Yet the

coefficients obtained by the green supporter variable are slightly larger in both

columns. Moreover, in both columns, only the green supporter variable exhibits

significant moderating influence. While Table 1 shows that party support strengthens

the relationship between news attention and discussion frequency, Table 3 shows that

this effect is significant only among green supporters. More interestingly, while Table

2 shows that party support does not significantly strengthen the negative relationship

between discussion frequency and disagreement, Table 3 shows that this hypothe-

sized moderating influence does exist among green supporters. Although the

differences between the corresponding coefficients are not always large, the

consistency of the pattern � that the coefficient of the green supporter variable is

Table 3. Effects of identity of parties being supported.

Discussion frequency Disagreement

Taiwan

News attention 0.30*** �0.07

Discussion � �0.16***

Blue supporter 0.12*** �0.08*

Green supporter 0.14*** �0.11**

News attention X blue supporter 0.05 �
News attention X green supporter 0.09** �
Discussion X blue supporter � 0.03

Discussion X green supporter � �0.09*

Adjusted R2 0.191*** 0.090***

Hong Kong

News attention 0.45*** �0.11***

Discussion � �0.15***

Pan-democrat supporter 0.06 0.01

Establishment supporter 0.06 �0.11**

News attention X pan-democrat supporter �0.02 �
News attention X establishment supporter 0.03 �
Discussion X pan-democrat supporter � �0.06

Discussion X Establishment supporter � 0.01

Adjusted R2 0.295*** 0.076***

Notes. Entries are standardized regression coefficients. The other control variables were included in the
regression but omitted from the table. *** pB0.001; ** pB0.01; * pB0.05.
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larger than the corresponding coefficient of the blue supporter variable in all cases �
is highly suggestive. The impact of party support on interpersonal political

discussion is seemingly more substantial among green supporters in Taiwan.

The Hong Kong data were analyzed following the same procedure. The

respondents were first regrouped into: (1) supporters of the pan-democrats, (2)

supporters of the pro-establishment parties, and (3) the remaining others. The pan-

democrat supporter and establishment supporter variables, together with the relevant

interaction terms, were then used in the regression in place of party support and the

original interaction terms. The bottom half of Table 3 shows that, when the two

groups of supporters were separated, neither group was significantly more likely to

discuss politics when compared to the non-partisans. Besides, the pan-democrat

supporters were not more likely than others to encounter less disagreement in their

discussion networks. Nevertheless, supporters of the pro-establishment parties were

less likely to encounter disagreement in their discussion networks. The findings show

that the main effects of party support on discussion frequencies do not vary

according to the parties that one supports, but the effect of party support on

disagreement does apply only to supporters of the pro-establishment camp.
There is no significant interaction effect between news attention and both party

support variables on discussion frequencies. At the same time, there is also no

significant interaction effect between discussion frequencies and both party support

variables on disagreement.

Discussion

This article begins with the concern of how partisanship may structure citizens’

political communication behavior not only in terms of media consumption, as

analysis of partisan selective exposure has illustrated (Stroud, 2010), but also in

terms of interpersonal talk. A set of hypotheses on the implications of partisanship

on political discussion and disagreement was developed and tested in two East Asian

societies. In Taiwan, three of the four hypotheses regarding the impact of party

support were supported, while the fourth hypothesis is also partly supported after

further analysis. Certainly, party support is not the only or most important factor

behind discussion behavior. For example, consistent with the extant literature (Beck,

1991; Landreville et al., 2010; Schmitt-Beck, 1994), discussion frequency was

strongly driven by news consumption (i.e., news attention in the analysis) and

interests in politics. Yet, party support does relate to discussion frequency and

disagreement even after controlling for news consumption and several basic political

attitudinal variables.

Moreover, the analysis adds the new finding that party support can strengthen

the linkage between news consumption and political discussion. That is, while one

type of political communication tends to breed the other, the mutual reinforcement

between media consumption and interpersonal talk is strengthened when people have

‘‘their own team’’ in the political arena. Further, although initial analysis finds no

support for the argument that party support would strengthen the negative

relationship between discussion and disagreement, additional analysis shows that

the moderating influence is indeed significant among supporters of the green camp.

H4, therefore, is also partly supported in the end.
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Being a newly consolidated democracy, the case of Taiwan illustrates the

relevance of partisanship in shaping how citizens communicate in a democratic

system. It should be noted that the Taiwan findings do not necessarily contradict the

claims made by scholars regarding the decline of the centrality of political parties in

democracies (Gunther & Diamond, 2001; Schmitter, 2001). Scholars concerning with

the decline of parties typically focused on the phenomenon at the aggregate level.

The weakening role of political parties is often indicated by collective-level
phenomena such as low levels of trust in political parties, declining proportions of

citizens being party supporters, or higher levels of electoral volatility. In fact, the

Taiwan survey finding may be taken as confirming these scholars’ accounts, since as

many as 51.9% of the Taiwan respondents reported no party affiliation or

inclination. What the analysis confirms, however, is the continual relevance of party

support when analyzing citizens’ opinions and behavior at the individual level.

The last sentence of the previous paragraph is less applicable to the case of Hong

Kong. Only two of the four main hypotheses received clear support from the data,

and the effects in those two cases seem to be substantially weaker than in the case of

Taiwan. Party support does not moderate the relationship between news consump-

tion and discussion frequencies, and party support strengthens the negative

relationship between discussion and disagreement only among supporters of the

pro-establishment parties. The Hong Kong findings, however, can be understood as

an illustration of how the characteristics of the political and party systems in place

would shape the relevance of partisanship as a factor in explaining public opinion
and citizens’ political behavior. As noted earlier, Hong Kong is not a fully democratic

society. Local political parties have a relatively short history. They cannot win the

right to govern because the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong government is not

directly elected. While they could win seats in the legislature, their power to monitor

and influence the executive branch of the government is limited by the design of the

current political system. These structural constraints meant that political parties in

Hong Kong are weak intermediaries between the society and the polity (Ma, 2007).

Past research has shown that local citizens do not evaluate political parties highly

(Lee & Chan, 2012). It is therefore not surprising that partisanship would also play a

minor role in shaping public opinion.

Of course, regarding the contrast between Taiwan and Hong Kong, one limitation

of the present study is that the two surveys are not directly comparable to each other,

mainly due to the slightly different operationalization of the core discussion frequency

variable. Nevertheless, the hypothesized impact of party support is consistently and

substantially stronger in the case of Taiwan. At the same time, there are variables that

have seemingly stronger impact on the dependent variables in Hong Kong than in
Taiwan, e.g., the impact of education and news consumption on discussion frequency.

The differential power of party support in the two surveys, though cannot be

examined precisely in statistical terms, is nonetheless unlikely to be artifacts of the

different operationalization of the discussion frequency variable. In any case, the

findings point to the need of more formal comparative analysis of the impact of

partisanship on citizens’ communication behavior in different societies.

Our analysis also explores the issue of whether the impact of party support varies

depending on the parties that one supports. The analysis helps us to discern some

evidences supporting H4. In Taiwan, the hypothesized moderating influence of party

support on the relationship between discussion frequency and disagreement does
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exist, though only among supporters of the ‘‘Green camp.’’ In the Hong Kong case,

however, the hypothesized relationship does not exist for supporters of both major

camps. It is probably beyond the scope of this article to speculate on why supporters

of the Green camp in Taiwan would ‘‘stand out’’ in exhibiting a negative relationship

between discussion frequencies and disagreement. But generally speaking, the

finding suggests that, as different political parties or factions in the society may

have different histories and ideologies, interpersonal political discussions of

supporters of the different political parties may be structured somewhat differently.

This could be a topic for future research to explore.

In any case, one should not exaggerate the differences between the effect of party

support for supporters of different parties. In both Hong Kong and Taiwan, the

direct and moderating effects of party support on the dependent variables among

supporters of the two main camps are actually comparable in most cases. In other

words, there are certain basic effects of being a supporter of a political party on

interpersonal political discussion that are largely independent of the size, status, and

ideology of the party being supported.

On the whole, this study contributes to our understanding of how interpersonal

political discussions among ordinary citizens can be structured along partisan lines.

One underlying presumption of the study and the foregoing discussion is the

importance of considering how political institutions, especially those institutions that

are supposed to serve as intermediaries between the society and the polity, may

structure citizen communications. Future research can extend the analysis to

consider how people’s relationships with other intermediaries, such as interest

groups, civic associations, and social movements (Schmitter, 2001), may shape their

discussion behavior. Of course, one can also extend the analysis of the impact of

partisanship by taking additional factors into account.

Such research is highly important given the role that interpersonal discussions

and disagreement have in shaping individuals’ political opinions and behavior. The

findings generated can have normative implications too. Based on the findings in this

study, for example, one may argue that partisanship’s implications on public

deliberation are paradoxical. Deliberation requires not only discussions, but also

discussions across lines of political differences (Mutz, 2006, 2008). But as both the

Taiwan and Hong Kong findings show, being a partisan leads one to engage in more

interpersonal talk and to the development of a more homogeneous discussion

environment. How to resolve this tension between ‘‘getting involved in the process’’

and ‘‘engaging with others’’ is a question for both theorists and empirical researchers

to ponder on.

Notes

1. RR1 refers to the minimum response rate and is the strictest formula. Hence, the figure
tends to be small. The low response rate is also a result of proliferation of survey research in
contemporary societies and is not atypical in contemporary Taiwan.

2. The descriptive statistics of the control variables are not shown due to space concern.
3. There were some respondents in both societies who did not give a valid response to the

questions on political disagreement. Some existing studies would recode the ‘‘don’t know’’
and other invalid responses into zero (e.g., Lee, 2009; Scheufele, Nisbet, Brossard, &
Nisbet, 2004). Those studies adopted the recoding procedure due to their concern with the
impact of actual exposure to disagreement on other political attitudinal variables. In those
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cases, the recoding procedure is reasonable because the invalid answers were given mainly
by people who did not discuss politics at all, and people who did not discuss politics were
by definition not exposed to disagreement. The present study, however, is not concerned
with impact of exposure to disagreement, but to the extent to which the discussion
networks are actually homogeneous. Not being exposed to disagreement does not mean
that the network is homogeneous. Hence, no recoding was done in this study, and the actual
sample sizes for the analysis reported in Table 2 are somewhat smaller.

4. An alternative approach is to treat the 28 respondents who claimed to be partisans and yet
did not indicate themselves as a distinctive category ‘‘other party supporters.’’ But we did
not create this category, because the category itself is not substantively meaningful within
the context of the current analysis. In any case, the different approaches to handle the 28
respondents would not alter the findings substantively.
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